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With its compact size, numerous green spaces, mysterious alleys and fascinating buildings, our city is perfect 
for strolling around and taking in the sights. We’ve written this guide with just that in mind, setting out walking 
paths that highlight some of the most interesting spots in Ljubljana. Whether you’re an architecture fan, urban 

meanderer or culture buff, you’re sure to find something that suits you, so choose a route and off you go!

Practical info

Our city is pronounced Lyoob-lyah-nah. We know the 
name is a tongue twister for non-Slavic speaking nations, 
but don’t worry – we won’t judge you.
 
Most shops are open from Mon to Fri 8:00 to 20:00,  
Sat 8:00 to 13:00. Most museums and galleries are 
closed on Mondays.
 
In Slovenia, people eat early. We have lunch before 
14:00 and dinner at around 20:00. Eateries are usually 
open throughout the day, but only fast food places are 
open late at night.

If you want to travel by bus around the city, you need 
to buy the Urbana card. You can get it at the tourist 
information centres, most newspaper kiosks and post 
offices for a one-time fee of €2. One journey costs  
€1.30 and allows you to change as many buses as  
you need in the time span of 90 minutes.

 There are two tourist offices in the centre of the city: 
Ljubljana Tourist Information Centre - TIC,  
Adamič-Lundrovo nabrežje 2 
Slovenian Tourist Information Centre - STIC, Krekov trg 10 

Slovenian is a bloody difficult language.  
We use singular, dual and plural, and our verbs  
have many different forms. However, learning 
few words can be quite charming, so here’s your 
vocabulary cheat sheet:

Živijo!  -  Hello!

Adijo!  -  Goodbye!

Kako si?  -  How are you?

Hvala.  -  Thank you.

Prosim.  -  Please./You’re welcome.

Dober tek.  -  Bon appetit!

Na zdravje!  - Cheers!

Da/Ja -  Yes

Ne   -  No

Oprostite. -  Excuse me.

Račun, prosim. -  The bill, please.

Welcome to Ljubljana! 



Start at the Plečnik House A  in the Trnovo suburb, 
where Plečnik lived from 1921 until his death. Now 
fully restored, it’s a manifesto of his genius, dedication 
to work and influence. It consists of his personal 
belongings, sketches and drawings, and a small 
gallery, where you can take a look at an exhibition 
about his life and work in Vienna, Prague and 
particulary in Ljubljana.  

Continue your walk to Križanke B , a former 
monastery from the 13th century that Plečnik 
redesigned. True to his form, he converted it into a 
lovely open-air theatre that’s worth a visit even if there’s 
nothing going on. But it’s the concert and theatre 
evenings that are the best, with the ancient stonework 
enhancing the performances with magic. 

Next, satisfy your inner geek and visit the National 
and University Library (NUK) C . It boasts beautiful 
details, such as horse-shaped door handles, a curved 
bar in the library café, and lots of black marble in the 
entry hall. Entering, the visitor ritually ascends the dark 
staircase towards the light to the main study hall, which 
is particularly magnificent. Note: you can only enter it 
when the students have left. 

 FUN TASK: 
Sketch a window – what does it remind you of?  
An open book. 

Among the 35 (!) bridges crossing the Ljubljanica 
River, the Cobblers’ Bridge D  is the most famous 
one. It used to provide space for cobblers’ workshops. 
Plečnik designed it almost as wide as a square, and 
we actually use it as one, or better yet, as a stage – it’s 
one of the most popular spots for street musicians. Its 
speciality are the columns that Plečnik made to support 
a wooden pergola covered with plants. Unfortunately, 
the idea was abandoned – what a pity!

 FUN TASK: 
Bridge illustration – add a flowering pergola.

WALK No1

The Jože Plečnik Walk
This walk will lead you to the most beautiful and iconic monuments made by Jože Plečnik (1872–1957),  
the architect with a fantastic mustache, who had a vision for his city that he was determined to realize.



Šance E , the beautiful path next to the Ljubljana 
Castle, is the no. 1 spot for first dates when you want 
to keep it casual, yet special. Plečnik recreated it from 
the remains of a defensive fort which was supposedly 
almost the same size as the castle itself. It’s also a sort of 
an ecological monument – check out the stone fence, 
made out of sewage pipes. Plečnik was both very 
modest and nifty, making sure no material, element or 
idea ever went to waste.

 DID YOU KNOW?
Jože Plečnik studied architecture in Vienna under 
Otto Wagner, a leading member of the Vienna 
Secession movement.

Walking down the hill, you’ll find yourself next to an 
interesting building, reminding you of…? Right, an iron! 
Hence the name Peglezen F , an archaic Slovenian 
word for a charcoal iron. It’s a business-residential 
building that Plečnik made after the previous building 
was demolished in an earthquake in 1895. In front 
of Peglezen, there is a tall wooden mast in the three 
colours of the Slovenian flag – white, blue and red.

 QUIZ: 
What colour was Plečnik’s dog?  
a) brown b) grey c) white

Plečnik transformed the riverbank from the Triple Bridge 
to the Dragon Bridge into an indoor market, also 
know as Plečnik’s Covered Market G .  

Following the curve of the river, he created a continuous 
line of buildings made from classical architectural 
elements: a pavilion, pillared kiosks and a temple. In 
the upper level, he made space for shops, and in the 
lower level, he built a promenade with semicircular 
windows, accessible by a spiral staircase, where you 
can find a fish market and the DobraVaga Gallery. 

Next to the central market is the famous Triple Bridge H . 
In the past, there was a single bridge, but then we 
needed more space for new tram lines. The city wanted 
to demolish the old bridge and build a bigger one, but 
Plečnik thought this was totally pointless, as the bridge 
was in perfect condition. So he added two new ones at 
the sides for pedestrians. The trams are long gone, and 
now you have three bridges from which to choose. 

 DID YOU KNOW? 
Plečnik’s favorite tree was the poplar. He used it 
often in his urban plans – try to find it near the 
Triple Bridge!

The walk ends with one of Plečnik’s three town palaces, 
the Triglav Insurance Company Palace I .  
The building itself has wonderful aesthetics, so please 
take 5 minutes to walk around it and see it from all 
angles. Note the colour combination of the stone 
and brick. The symbolic meaning of it is a Slovenian 
proverb, “Stone on stone – a palace, grain to grain – 
bread”, corresponding to the English “A penny saved  
is a penny earned.”

 BONUS SPOT: 
Visit St. Michael’s Church, a 100% local-made 
product built in the Ljubljana Marshes. 



Start your walk at Špica A  (translated as “the point”), 
a laidback relaxing spot where you can observe the 
slowly flowing river dividing into two separate streams 
and admire the view. You can sit down, ponder the 
meaning of life, get some good-quality people-
watching done. Oh, and we recommend that you 
ignore the posh café with lounge chairs and go for  
a beer or spritzer on one of the boat bars instead.

Strolling along the bank towards the city centre, you’ll 
soon discover yet another lovely gathering place – 
Plaža B  (“the beach”). It was an urban swimming spot 
until the late 1950s, which means our grandparents 
were still able to cool down and splash around in the 
capital’s centre. Cool, right? Don’t panic if you see the 
river rodents grazing on the riverbanks, they’re just 
nutria – think beavers, but with long slick tails. 

 FILL IN THE GAPS:
Plenty of animal buddies in Ljubljana. 
Ducks, pigeons, sparrows, doggos, nutria... 
Your count:  (insert number) at  
(insert time) on  (insert date)

From there, follow the path along Krakovski nasip C .  
If you’re eager to explore, swerve a little into 
Emonska, Krakovska or Vrtna Street to catch a 
glimpse of the vegetable patch oases hidden in plain 
sight. This village-turned-town district has long been 
known for its small houses with big gardens that used  
to supply vegetables to the Ljubljana food market.  
They even made their own variety of iceberg lettuce!

When crossing Zoisova Street (by the bridge), have 
a look at your planner – if it’s Sunday morning, 
you’re quite lucky: that’s the time and place to be for 
Ljubljana’s flea market D ! Walking on, you’ll soon 
reach the centre. Slovenia’s acclaimed poet France 
Prešeren and his muse are already waving to you from 
the pedestal. We’re actually quite proud of having a 
poet, not a warrior or army commander, in the main 
square (Prešeren Square) E . See the translation of 
our national anthem (written by Prešeren) – it also has 
beautiful anti-war content.

WALK No2

Just around the Riverbend
This circular route is perfect for those who want to discover the surroundings of the beloved Ljubljanica River.  

Just following her* will take you through the hidden gems of the city centre. *Yes, in Slovenian, our rivers are ladies!

   FUN TASK: What about the grammatical gender of our capital?  
We challenge you to strike up a conversation with a local to find out!



While roaming around Petkovškovo nabrežje F , 
feel free to use the side alleys to dip onto Trubarjeva 
Street G , a diverse and adorable street bustling with 
life. It’s one of the oldest streets in Ljubljana, decorated 
with miscellaneous cafés, specialized food shops  
and boutiques dedicated to vintage products, arts  
and crafts. It also happens to be the perfect place to 
grab some grub – it’s a foodie’s wet dream, with the 
highest concentration of international restaurants in  
all of Ljubljana.

 FUN TASK: 
Pay attention to all the enticing smells on this street. 
What can you smell? (for example: fresh falafel, 
coffee, fresh bread, the perfume of the person 
walking in front of me)

Located between Petkovškovo nabrežje F  and 
Trubarjeva Street G , the curious graffiti-decorated 
Rog H  will surely catch your eye. It used to be a 
bicycle factory, producing bikes (including the still 
popular Pony) for all of Yugoslavia. It went bankrupt in 
the 1990s and squatters took it over in the 2000s. It’s 
now a well-loved venue with one of the biggest (DIY) 
indoor skateparks in Europe, concert venues, art studios, 
a small circus and more. Unfortunately, its future is 
uncertain, as the authorities keep trying to shut it down.

 ARTY TASK: 
Decipher individual graffiti on Rog’s facade. 
Try drawing your favourite here: 

Head to Grain Bridge I , a cosy little spot where you 
can easily admire the famous Dragon Bridge without 
having to elbow other tourists out of the way. Crossing 
it, you’ll find yourself in the Poljane district, one of the 
residental parts of the city. The path along Poljanska 
and Roška Street is usually quite quiet, but there are a 
couple of cool old villas (you know – old fence, big 
doors, rose garden) and retro-looking gems to be 
discovered along it.

Still within Poljane district, a short detour along the 
river will lead you to the triumphal arch construction, 
designed as a farewell to the river by, yep, you’ve 
guessed it, our arch-architect Jože Plečnik. If you stand 
next to it and turn your gaze a little further downstream, 
you can spot the outline of the abandoned sugar 
refinery called Cukrarna J . It used to have a bit 
of a bad rep, but is currently in the final stages of a 
promising renovation. It’s about to become a large 
cultural centre and gallery space. The connection to 
culture becomes it perfectly, as it has served as a  
home to many starving artists in the past (to find out 
more, look up poets Dragotin Kette and Josip Murn  
on Wikipedia!).

 FUN TASK: 
Go stand next to the sluice gate and listen to the 
humming of the falling water. If you had to draw 
what you hear, how would you go about it? 



PST – the Trail of Remembrance and Comradeship 
 is a 32.5 km path around Ljubljana, running through 

the districts that surround the centre. It follows the route 
of the barbed wire around the city during the World 
War II occupation. Today, the trail is regularly enjoyed 
by the city’s inhabitants. Accompanied by over 
7,000 trees and over 102 memorial stones, the PST is 
regularly maintained and provides space for a wide 
variety of recreationists (runners, walkers, cyclists, etc.). 

 FUN TASK:
Visit PST and watch out for the signs to see where 
the barbed wire bound Ljubljana during WWII.

Just a short walk from the city centre takes you to the 
Landscape Park, which includes the Tivoli Park   
and the forest area of Rožnik, Šišenski Hill and 
Koseški Forest. It’s home to several educational, 
scientific and cultural institutions, restaurants, and sports 
facilities. The closest to the city centre is Tivoli Park, the 
perfect picnic place, where many events take place on 
the greens. It also boasts many pleasant bars, such as 
Čolnarna, Tivoli Mansion, and Švicarija.  

Starting from Tivoli Park, follow the “Cankarjev vrh” 
signposts and you’ll reach the Rožnik Hill. It’s more a 
knoll aspiring to be a hill than a proper hill, but it’s still 
worth a stroll on the top. Make sure to grab a bench 
at the tavern on top and treat yourself with the famous 
“flancat” pastry.

 ARTY TASK: 
Have you seen the open-air photographic 
exhibition at the Jakopič Promenade? It displays 
large-format photographs by famous artists on its 
left and the right sides. What is the theme of the 
current exhibition? Your answer:
 

WALK No3

The Green Walk
Thanks to exceptional environmental awareness, Ljubljana has managed to preserve its green character  

to the present day. As there’s a bit of green in every corner of the city, we recommend escaping  
the daily hustle and bustle and visiting as many spots on this walk as possible. 



If one is not a true Slovenian until they climb Mount 
Triglav (2864 m of Slovenian pride and joy), one is 
also not a true “Ljubljanian” until they reach the top 
of Mount Saint Mary  (and post it on Instagram). 
With two peaks, 669 m and 676 m above sea  
level, it’s the highest hill in Ljubljana. An interesting 
fact: an old folk legend says that the hill’s shape 
resembles a woman’s breasts, which seems a little bit 
inappropriate for something named after Saint Mary. 
When you reach the top, have a drink and indulge in 
the delicious desserts or traditional Slovenian meals  
at Restaurant Ledinek. 

 INSIDER TIP: 
Try the famous miške (“mice”), little donuts  
covered with sugar.

If you feel like you need to rest after an abundant 
lunch or to chill somewhere close to the city centre, 
the Ljubljana Botanic Garden  might be the right 
place for you. It’s a nice 15-minute walk along the river 
away, which makes it worth it by itself. Containing more 
than 4,500 different species and subspecies of plants, 
you’ll find it both relaxing and stimulating, offering 
something for all of your senses. After soaking up the 
greenery and blossoms, you can treat yourself to a cup 
of (iced) tea at Primula Tea House and forget the world 
for a moment.

Koseze Pond  is a favored little getaway for 
recreation enthusiasts, young families, romantic 
lovebirds and eager fishermen. With a playground, 
outdoor fitness and outdoor chess, a renovated dock 
and chic (though a little pricey) cafés, the area offers 
various ways of spending your free time. You can 
even spot some swans and ducks swimming around. 
However, there is one downer: swimming in the pond is 
not recommended. (1:0 for off-season visitors, as you 
can still ice-skate on the pond in winter, if it freezes).

 FUN TASK: 
Count how many swans you can spot in the pond!

 BONUS SPOTS:
When you’re fed up with city buzz and need to 
clear your head, Podpeško Lake is the place to be. 
It’s significantly less crowded than Koseze Pond 
and it’s the perfect destination for a spring  
or summer picnic with frisbee. 

Another great place to visit is Iški Vintgar, a 
captivating canyon of the Iška River. Besides the 
wonders of nature, you can also visit one of the first 
partisan hospitals, built in 1942 and restored ten 
years later.



Start your walk in the Šiška neighbourhood with a  
visit to the Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture A .  
This old cinema was refurbished in 2009 and has kept 
the city on its feet since then with some of the most 
intriguing contemporary musicians and artists. It also 
has an exhibition space for young visual artists and 
a well-stocked bar, as well as organises the annual 
MENT Ljubljana showcase festival, one of the best in 
Europe. Make sure to check out the downstairs toilet 
– spray-painted onto the walls are caricatures of 72 
people that defined the city’s art and music scene in the 
past 40 years, though probably few that you’d know 
of. The mural is the work of ZEK Crew, one of the most 
prominent local street art collectives.
 

 FRIENDLY TIP: 
Visit the building right next to Kino Šiška, which 
hosts three galleries – GalerijaGallery, Photon and 
P74 Gallery.

A 10-minute walk away lies the Vodnik Homestead B , 
the home of the poet Valentin Vodnik. He was a key 
figure in the intellectual circles of the 18th century, and 
put together the first grammar of Slovenian language 

and the first significant Slovenian poetry collection. In 
addition to being a small museum dedicated to his life 
and work, the place is a bustling cultural centre with a 
literary focus. There’s a small bookshop/library with 
a reading room and a thoughtful selection of current 
must-read books. They also host readings, interviews, 
plays and concerts, either outside in the garden or in  
a small theatre under the rafters.

 DID YOU KNOW: 
Vodnik was also the author of the first Slovenian 
cookbook. You can find his famous salad made 
from lamb’s lettuce, hard boiled eggs, beetroot 
and cauliflower in certain restaurants in Ljubljana.

Once upon a time, it gave us electricity. Today, it gives 
us art. Stara Elektrarna (The Old Power Station) C  
is a great example of how old industrial buildings can 
become attractive performance spaces. Bunker, the 
cultural non-profit that runs it, curates the programme 
with contemporary theatre and dance performances, 
concerts, lectures and assemblies. The place is closed 
to the public during daytime, so visit one of their 
evening shows and be sure to check the turbines  
that helped to electrify Ljubljana in the old days.

The Culture Walk
If culture is your thing, then put your legs on these pins.  

This walk isn’t a short one, but every step is worth it. 

WALK No4



 FUN FACT: 
Walking from Stara Elektrarna to Kinodvor, note 
the narrowest building in Ljubljana. Cute, right? 

Hollywood and popcorn don’t live here. Kinodvor D , 
the very first theatre built for movies in Ljubljana, dates 
back to 1923. It used to be a porn cinema where 
mostly soldiers came, but after its renovation it became 
dedicated to quality European and world cinema. 
The theatre hall is draped in red velvet and offers an 
authentic cinema-going experience. Several Slovenian 
celebrities and politicians tagged “their” chairs with 
donations.

The Slovenian Cinematheque E  mixes up a 
cinematic cocktail of immortal film classics, cult fare, 
retrospectives, B-movies and experimental cinema, 
all with an old-school charm and friendly prices, 
especially for students. They also co-host numerous 
festivals, such as an annual animation festival and the 
LGBT festival, among many others. Always subtitled in 
summer, typically three screenings per day.

 FUN TASK: 
Can you name some famous Slovenian movies? 

Metelkova Mesto F  is a former Yugoslav army 
barracks, taken over by squatters in the 1990s, which 
offers the most unique nightlife in town. There’s colourful 
graffiti, weird art and a public toilet that’s really just a 
glorified trough. There’s clubs and bars, concert venues 
and galleries. There’s punks and metalheads, mingling 
with hipsters and the LGBT crowd, with the odd 
rambling drunk thrown in for good measure. There’s 
something going on somewhere most nights, and 
especially on weekends, the entire complex is packed 
with people looking to relax, chat and have fun.

 FILL IN THE GAPS: 
There are  clubs at Metelkova. 
My fav was (were)  

 
because 

.

 BONUS SPOT:
Španci borci, a cultural centre in the heart of 
the Moste neighborhood, is run by a non-profit 
organization, En-Knap Productions, which focuses 
primarily on contemporary dance performances. 
The centre also offers regular music concerts, visual 
art installations, literature events and children 
programme. Bonus information for architecture 
lovers:  The building was designed in the 1970s 
by Oton Jugovec, one of the most prominent 
Slovenian architects of the post-war generation.

 FUN TASK: 
Try to translate the name Španski Borci.  
Can you guess why the centre is named that?



You can start you arty walk by visiting the National 
Museum of Contemporary History A . The museum 
is housed in the 18th century Cekin Mansion and 
presents Slovenian history since the First and Second 
World Wars, including the era of socialism and the 
later formation of independent Slovenia. The exhibits 
include museum objects, archive materials, fine art 
works, and photographs.

From here head to the International Centre for 
Graphic Arts (MGLC) B  overlooking the city 
centre from its old white mansion, which was once a 
summer residence for Ljubljana’s bishops. Apart from 
possessing the county’s largest collections of prints, the 
museum offers several contemporary art exhibitions 
per year, with an emphasis on graphic arts in all 
shapes and forms. Finish your visit on the café terrace, 
surrounded by the park’s lush greenery.

 BONUS QUESTION: 
What is MGLC’s most recognizable event?  
It begins with the letter B and takes place every 
two years.

The Museum of Modern Art C  is a true city 
landmark, due both to its amazing modernist 
architecture, an early work of Edvard Ravnikar, and its 
massive collection of modern art. After the renovation 
and the 2009 reopening, part of the collection is 
on permanent display in the museum’s left wing. 
This includes the reconstruction of Černigoj’s 1927 
Constructivist Ambient, a proper avant-garde cabinet 
of wonders. The other half of the building regularly 
hosts large-scale shows by the great names of 
Slovenian art. The long walk through the museum’s vast 
rooms is best finished in its cosy underground café.

 FUN TASK: 
NAME YOUR FAVOURITE ART PIECES:
1.  
2. 
3. 

The National Gallery D  offers a collection of art from 
the Slovenian territory from the High Middle Ages up 
to the 21st century. We really don’t want to discriminate 
– all the pieces are very VERY beautiful, but for the 
layman, the most interesting might be the 1870–1900 

The Art Walk
Art buffs, this walk is for you. Indulge yourselves!

WALK No5



collection with Kofetarica (Woman Drinking Coffee) 
by Ivana Kobilca. Among other benefits, the recent 
renovation also included a cosy café on the ground 
floor, where you can have your coffee by the famous 
Robba fountain.

 FUN FACT TASK: 
You’ve undoubtedly noticed the same fountain in 
front of the Ljubljana Town Hall. Put your sharp 
tourist eyes to the test and see if you can figure out 
which one is the original!

Situated in the Auersperg Palace (an architectural 
monument in itself), the City Museum of Ljubljana E   
displays the secrets of Ljubljana and its inhabitants 
from millennia past. This ranges from the oldest wood 
wheel with an axle in the world to the popular “Fičo” 
car (a small Fiat from the 1950s that put Slovenia and 
Yugoslavia on wheels), from prehistoric settlements 
to recent retro product packaging. Tip 1: The layout 
of the building is not very intuitive, so ask the friendly 
staff for instructions. Tip 2: The museum operates under 
the Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana umbrella 
organisation, so don’t forget to check www.mgml.si  
to see what other galleries are worth visiting.

ŠKUC Gallery F  functions as one of the city’s most 
prominent exhibition spaces. Know for both its solo 
and group theme exhibitions, the gallery sticks to its 
conceptualist origins, yet is always on the lookout for 
hot new art practices. It’s longstanding hipness has as 
much to do with the progressive programme and young 
staff as well as with its location on one of Ljubljana’s 
liveliest streets.

If you’re an art buff who finds regular old art galleries 
as boring as rice waffles, DobraVaga G  might be 
the place for you. It’s a unique art gallery combining 
an exhibition and project space featuring fresh artwork 
and zines by young local artists. The prices are very 
affordable and set by the artists themselves. If it’s your 
lucky day, you might end up with a piece from the next 
Basquiat. Believe us, it’s a bargain.

 FUN FACT: 
The name “Dobra Vaga” is derived from  
the old Slovenian expression “add a bit more  
on the scale”.

The Museum of Contemporary Art Metelkova 
(MSUM) H  building is the result of an eclectic 
modernization project of the old Austro-Hungarian 
garrison headquarters. It hosts a compelling collection 
of Eastern European avant-garde and contemporary 
art, regularly reshuffled and remixed by the staff. 
MSUM also hosts temporary shows by both local  
and international art big shots, making it the centre  
of contemporary art in Ljubljana.

 BONUS SPOT:
If you’re interested in architecture, urban planning, 
industrial and graphic design or photography, visit 
the Museum of Architecture and Design (MAO). 
It’s situated in the beautifully preserved Fužine 
Castle, an attraction worth visiting on its own.



 THE JOŽE PLEČNIK WALK 
A   Plečnik House
B   Križanke 
C   National and University Library (NUK)
D   Cobblers’ Bridge 
E   Šance
F   Peglezen
G   Plečnik’s Covered Market
H   Triple Bridge
I   Triglav Insurance Company Palace
+  Bonus spot: St. Michael’s Church /  

  19B (Plečnikova c. stop)

 JUST AROUND THE RIVERBEND
A   Špica (“the point”)
B  Plaža (“the beach”)
C  Krakovski nasip
D  Flea market
E  Prešeren Square
F  Petkovškovo nabrežje
G  Trubarjeva Street 
H  Rog
I  Grain Bridge
J  Cukrarna

 THE GREEN WALK

 PST – the Trail of Remembrance and Comradeship

 Tivoli Park

 Mount Saint Mary /  Bus 8, 1B on Sundays 

 (Tacenski most stop)

  Ljubljana Botanic Garden

 Koseze Pond
+  Bonus spots: Podpeško Lake /  19B  

 (Jezero stop) and Iški Vintgar /  19I  

 (Iška vas stop) + a bit of walking 

Choose a walk and enjoy the scenery. 
You can do it the old-fashioned way by looking on the printed map,  
or scan the QR code and let Google Maps do their magic –  
including the spots we couldn’t squeeze onto the printed map.

 THE CULTURE WALK 
A  Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture
B  Vodnik Homestead
C  The Old Power Station
D  Kinodvor
E  The Slovenian Cinematheque
F  Metelkova Mesto
+  Bonus spot: Španski Borci Cultural Centre /  

  2, 9, 11, 11B, 20, 25 (Tržnica moste stop)

 THE ART WALK 
A  National Museum of Contemporary History
B  International Centre for Graphic Arts (MGLC)
C  Museum of Modern Art
D  National Gallery
E  City Museum of Ljubljana
F  ŠKUC Gallery
G  DobraVaga
H  Museum of Contemporary Art Metelkova (MSUM)
+  Bonus spot: Museum of Architecture and Design  

 (MAO) /  20, 22 (Fužine stop)

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1bHKNHDSw_EtRE3da_s2588--LdaKi70Q&ll=46.047867479420454%2C14.528722112652925&z=14
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1bHKNHDSw_EtRE3da_s2588--LdaKi70Q&ll=46.047867479420454%2C14.528722112652925&z=14




   Tourist Information Centre

 Main Railway Station

   Main Bus Station

  Post Office

  ATM

   Drinking water

  Supermarket






